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2ABSTRACT
PUBLIC OPEN SPACE IN LOW-RISE MEDIUM-DENSITY
HOUSING: A CASE STUDY OF CASTLE SQUARE
Mary Margaret Murtagh
Submitted to the Department of Architecture
on May 11, 1973 in partial fulfillment of the
Requirements for the Degree of Master of Architecture
Public open space in housing projects is too often
treated as left-over area--a negative field on which posi-
tive building elements are placed' in abstract configurations
with scant regard for the character of the resultant open
space. Open spaces of differing characters receive very
different patterns of use, and the fact that their placement
and design is determined by the placement and design of the
other components on the site can be most probably set down
to a lack of information about communal open space in its
own -right. It is the aim of this study first to uncover
as much information as possible about how a particular set
of open spaces are used; and to draw from an examination of
this information conclusions about which qualities of open
space are conducive to certain types of use.
This work represents a small beginning in what could
be expanded to be a more widely useful body of data on how
open .spaces are used, and the conclusions presented, al-
though necessarily limited by the small number of areas
studied, are a step toward what could become a set of design
specifications for different types of open space. With
such a set of specifications it would be possible to design
both housing and open space according to positive criteria,
rather than designing one at the expense of the other, as
is now so frequently the case.
Thesis Supervisor: Tunney Lee
Title: Associate Professor of Urban Planning
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7I. INTRODUCTION
Public open space in housing projects is too often
treated as left-over area--a negative field on which posi-
tive building elements are placed in abstract configurations
or repetitive patterns with scant regard for the character
of the resultant open space. Open spaces are "negative"
in so far as they are defined by what is around them (type
and size of building, type and number of entryways, circu-
lation patterns, etc.) and it is as fatuous to consider
each open space as an independent entity which can be de-
signed apart from its surroundings and simply placed
wherever it fits on the site as it is wasteful to consider
open space as merely space necessary to afford light and
air to the surrounding structures: places without buildings.
Open spaces of differing characters receive very dif-
ferent patterns of use, and the fact that their placement
and design is determined by the placement and design of
other components on the site can be most probably set down
to a lack of information about communal open space in its
own right. As William Whyte comments in Cluster Development ,
there is a lot of dogma available about how people use open
spaces,.but remarkably little attention is paid to how
people actually do use them. It is the aim of this study
first to uncover as much information as possible about how
1 Whyte, William H., Cluster Development, American Conserva-
tion Association, New York, New York, p. 15.
a particular set of open spaces are used; and to dray from
an examination of this information conclusions about which
qualities of open space are conducive to certain type@ 9f
use. This work represents a small beginning in wht gu!4d
be expanded to be a more widely useful body of dat# 9n hW
open spaces are used, and the g9nclusions presented, altagggh
necessarily limited by the sma4ll number of areas st igg
are a step toward what could become a set of desiq ggggifi
cations for different types of open space. With ch a 4 @et
of specifications it would be possible to design both 4ous=
ing and open space according to p9sitive criteria, rgater
than designing one at the expese of the other, aq is posy
so often the case.
SCOPE
From the outset my investigations were limited to Igy=
rise medium-density housing, begause this type of gusing
presents problems of collectively used open space whigh
single family housing ordinarily goes not, while gvoiding
the concentration of entryways (and consequent sepaation
of the unit from the outdoor space) which occurs gf pepes=
sity in high-rise construction, After visiting ten gr
eleven such projects in the Boston area, some of t4gm ggygggl
times, it appeared that the most fruitful course of action
would be to pick one site and study it intensively ratag
than to dissipate my efforts over several sites and end up
with what might be an inadequate study due to insagfigiggt
9time and problems with the comparability of demographic
data. Castle Square presented a variety of outdoor spaces,
a density of 40 dwelling units to the acre, the building
type in which I was most interested (stacked duplex units,
four stories high), units which had private outdoor space
as well as units which did not, and furthermore an urban
location close to the commercial center of Boston. In the
course of the study I visited the site over thirty times,
at all hours of the day and occasionally at night, and made
documented observations of the activity there on eight
occasions, noting age, sex, race and activity of user for
each area; as well as making numerous notes during my
"casual" observation periods. I also interviewed in depth
several residents and consulted people who had made pre-
vious studies of the project. Toward the end of my obser-
vations I began to make friends with several of the younger,
very friendly kids who live at Castle Square and spent
several very cheerful hours watching drawings accumulate
all over my notes and asking futile questions about where
their older brothers and sisters went and what games they
liked best, etc.
Most of the observations and commentary are about the
activities of the young residents of Castle Square, who
make the most intensive use of the outdoor areas of the
site. Teenagers over sixteen and adults were much less in
evidence in the public outdoor spaces throughout my obser-
vations and I assume this is generally the case. Presented
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in the appendices are the exact data from the documentation
I made as well as well as copies of the forms I used to
document during the eight periods; also numerous other
notes from general observations, relevant findings from
interviews, a comprehensive list of every type of activity
I ever saw occuring on the site, development history and
demographic data available. Maps, photos and drawings are
presented where it seemed appropriate in the text, and a
detailed drawing of each space discussed is provided
in the appendix if not in the text.
It seems appropriate to present first off a summary
of my conclusions and a brief discussion of the list of
factors I considered important in my examination of the
various outdoor spaces of Castle Square. This will afford
the reader the perspective of knowing which factors emerged
as most influential in the way spaces are used at Castle
Square before reading the in-depth analysis of the way the
site is used, and organized.
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II. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
Examining the range of public outdoor spaces at Castle
Square, it is evident that no single factor can be isolated
in any case which explains why certain spaces are used more
than others. In each instance a combination of conditions
operates and the importance of individual conditions can
only be weighed-by comparison with a space which has an
almost identical set of conditions and only one or two
differences. There are no two spaces at Castle Square
which differ from one another in only one respect--but there
are several instances where spaces differ in few enough
respects to make a valid comparison possible.
There is also the type of use to consider: obviously
kids can only play street hockey on a paved surface--what
remains to be determined is why they will use some paved
surfaces in preference to others. By examining those
factors which are obviously necessary for certain types of
use it is possible to zero in on other conditions which
improve the likelihood that a certain space will be used
for specific games, or used by a certain age group, or if it
will be used at all given the popularity of some games over
others.
It must be said at the outset that there are no vast
expanses of unused space at Castle Square--there are several
spaces which are intensively used, and some which are used
for activities for which they were not "designed"; some
which are used purely for the "designed" use and some small
12
pockets of space which are used only during the most in-
tensive hours of activity on the site; and a few which I
have never seen in use at all, but which bear signs that
they serve a purpose, if only for a limited number of
people and not for any group activities. There are only
two types of space on the site which I consider to be
underused-which is to'say that they don't seem to be
serving 4s wide a range of purposes as they could. In an
area where there are as many children as there are in Castle
Square, to find an outdoor space which is virtually ignored
(in good weather, on a weekend) is a strong indication of
bad design, Children are resourceful, and if they find
a "good plaee" for a game they will improvise the equipment
they need to play it there. Likewise they will ignore
*quipment if a certain location does not appeal to them--
although it seems safe to say that they will most often
ignor@ equipment because it is inadequately designed or
because it is just boring to them. Use is the criterion
of sucess--and to leave spaces unusable or only narrowly
useful is wasteful when one has 5.7 acres of on-site open
space (10,5 if one includes parking space) available for
well over a thousand children.
The term use must be qualified in several ways:
according to the times a space is used--for instance, even
when joa ther space on site is in use, or used only when the
site is overflowing with children; according to the intensity
of use--if it is used by one large group of people at any
13
one time, or can serve several medium groups of people
simultaneously, several small groups or only a few people
at a time; and also according to the varieties of use which
oCCur in the space, either simultaneously or at different
times when different people are using it, if there is any
variety of use at all. I am less concerned with labeling
spaces "successful" or "unsuccessful" than I am with
arriving at hypotheses about what factors allow people to
use which spaces in which ways.
yollowing is a list of physical conditions which occur
in varying combinations in Castle Square, and which seem
relevant to the variation in the use which occurs there:
1, Space bordered by front entrances
2. Space bordered by back entrances
3. Space bordered by fenced back yards
4, Ground surface: grass or wood chip
5, Ground surface: cement or asphalt
6, Presence of play equipment for young children,
type of play equipment
7, Definition of game area: bounded by low or high
blank walls, or unbounded
8, Presence of parked cars
9, Amount of traffic entering and leaving the parking
lot and speeds at which the cars travel
10, Space traversed by pedestrian paths (commonly used)
11. Space bordered by pedestrian paths/routes
12. Possibility of seating: benches provided or walls
of convenient height
14
13. Proximity of space to units: front or back doors
opening immediately onto it
14. Dimension of space
15. Physical divisions within the space; dimensions of
individual areas
16. Position of area with regard to public street:
a. bordered by public street
b. visible from public street
C. not visible at all from public street
17. Other open spaces immediately adjacent (not
separated by buildings)
18. Micro-climate (wind, sun; especially important
during extremes of weather)
It must be stressed again that it is only in combination
that these factors work to allow different intensities and
varieties of use in one space as opposed to another.
The four major conclusions which can be drawn from
this study are as follows:
1. The front stairwell/entry condition serving the double
duplexes at Castle Square serves as a play space for
small children which functions as such independently of
other factors: it is used consistently by children
aged six and under wherever it is found on the site,
when the spaces adjacent to it vary from an enclosed
parking lot for over 70 cars, to an entry court for
28 units (where there are no automobiles whatsoever),
to a public sidewalk bordering a public street at the
edge of the project. The proximity of these entryways
to the unit, the visibility from the kitchen window,
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the position as a shared entryway belonging to four
units and the structure of the fences and stairwells
affording a shielded space (where kids can hide from
strangers if they wish) amount to making this a place
where small children will play regardless of the nature
of the space in which it is found.
2. Children between the ages of 9 and 15 will most usually
play in the spaces which are best suited to their
favorite games, and factors such as the presence or
absence of automobile traffic, "action", pedestrian
traffic, visibility from the street, orientation of
the surrounding units and microclimate are secondary
in importance to the design of the game area.
For instance, a hard-surfaced area with boundary
walls on at least two sides, preferably measuring at
least 40' by 50', is the minimum necessary condition
for a fast game of street hockey with eight or more
players. In vicinities such as Castle Square where
street hockey is very popular, the presence of such an
area is enough to ensure heavy use by children wherever
it exists on the site. This is not true of areas
which are paved but lack boundary walls.
3. The intensity of use that any one large area receives
can be optimized by dividing the space into two or
more defined game areas, by designing game areas that
can be used in a variety of ways, and by providing
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nearby an ample amount of low walls or anything
else which can be used for casually seating
varied numbers of people who might want to
watch the games. An area which has multiple
game areas and which can support a variety of
games and a lot of observers has the potential
to become a real gathering place because of the
number and variety of people it will attract.
4. The paved front entry courts which serve two
buildings (as seen in the center of Paul Place
and in the Berkeley Street Section of the site)
which provide entry to approximately thirty
units and are lined on both sides with front
stairwells and wooden fences, provide a play
space which will be used consistently by children
aged 7 - 14 who live in the adjacent buildings,
regardless of where such an entry court may
exist on the site.
There are a number of factors listed but not specifi-
cally mentioned in the conclusions which I took into
account in looking at the public open spaces at Castle
Square, but there is not enough information about them
17
availe to conclude if or in what ways they influence
the use 9f the outdoor spaces, I will discuss these
at greater length in the following section and will
briefly suwmarise all the factors here:
J, Front entranees
2, Back entrances
As described in the first conclusion, the front
entrances are used by small children without regard
for the location of the entrance on the site, Aside
from this the presence of these entrances appears
to reiate to the way the adjoining spaces are used
oniy in that they have a larger volumqe of traffic
than do the back entrances. The problem of how
spa@@@ are used which are aeeessible by back entrances
rather than by front entrances will be discussed at
length in Section V,
18
3. Fenced back yards as a bordering condition
This condition occurs in two of the major public spaces
at Castle Square, but as there are no places of comparable
dimension or other description where it does not occur, it
was not possible to draw any conclusions about effect the
presence of the fenced areas has on neighboring use. There
are many interesting things to note about these back yard
spaces as they exist at Castle Square, but I will withhold
the discussion until later in the paper.
4. Type of ground surface: grass or wood chip
Soft ground surfaces serve different and less popular
purposes than do hard surfaces, if one can judge by the
choice of children between the ages of 9 and 15. Most of
the grass areas at Castle Square are in the back yards along
Paul Place or in the private fenced areas. It is not possi-
ble to determine if the limited use they receive is due to
their position at the backside of the units or because grass
is not suitable for popular games like street hockey and
roller skating. These grass areas do get used occasionally
for baseball and many residents have small gardens and
shrubs planted there.
5. Type of ground surface: asphalt or cement
This is discussed in the second conclusion above.
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6. Play equipment
Play equipment is problematical. There certainly isn't
enough of it at Castle Square, but some of that which is
there is hardly used, while other equipment is always used.
The kinds which are most popular (swings and slides) are
enough of an attraction to draw children of ages younger
than nine constantly.
7. Definition of game areas: unbounded or bounded by low
or high walls
This is discussed in the second conclusion.
8. Presence of parked cars
9. Amount of traffic entering and leaving the parking lot
Kids don't seem to be disturbed by cars coming in and
out of the parking lots at Castle Square--they go ahead and
play various ball games in the lots anyway, and go so far
as to set up goals when playing street hockey. There is
one parking lot (Village Court) which is never used for
games of any kind, and this lot usually has more cars
parked in it than the ones which the kids play in. But
there are other reasons which might deter them from using
this space, and so I cannot conclusively state that densely
parked cars keep kids from playing ball games. Parked
cars are not ideal for ball games because it is easy for
the ball to roll under them, but despite this inconvenience
the games go on in Castle and Emerald Court parking areas--
albeit much less frequently than in the areas where there
is no automobile traffic at all.
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10. Space traversed by pedestrian paths
11. Space bordered by pedestrian paths
There are spaces which are heavily used and others which
are only occasionally used which have well-travelled pedes-
trian routes passing around or through them. The marginally
used back yards of Paul Place have no significant amount of
pedestrian traffic--but it would be difficult to prove the
opposite case: that pedestrian traffic acts as a generator
of or is a condition of activity, especially in the light
of the fact that kids use the parking garage as much or
more than they use the Paul Place back yards, and there is
no regular pedestrian route through the garage.
There is a map of pedestrian routes on page 29.
12. Seating
Seating seems by itself insufficient to draw people to
it, but in combination with good play facilities, for
instance, or in a courtyard near a front door, it will be
frequently used and will enhance the uses around it. In
the "wrong" place it will be largely ignored.
This is discussed in the third conclusion.
13. Proximity of the public outdoor space to units
Proximity of public outdoor space to the unit is xery
important in the case of the smallest children (as mentioned
in the first conclusion) but it is not by itself enough to
make a place acceptable for kids of this age. The public
back yards of the units of Paul Place are equally close to
21
home and do not function in at all the same way as the
entryways.
14. Dimension of space
After all the other factors are taken into consideration,
it is the dimension of the space which governs how many
people can use it at any one time.
15. Physical divisions within the space (division into
game areas)
See second conclusion.
16. Position of the area with regard to public street:
a. bordered by public street
b. visible from public street
c. not visible at all from public street
There are seating areas in the Castle Square site which
are more public than they are part of the Castle Square
"turf", and which are accordingly used by the public and
not by the residents of Castle Square. There are also two
areas which clearly belong to the project but which are
bordered by a public street: these are used by the children
who live in Castle Square the same way as areas which are
not open to the street, although one of them reputedly also
attracts drunkards. The most used area of the two (Church
Lot) is bordered by a less heavily traveled street (Shawmut
Ave.) than that which borders the area frequented by drunks
(Berkeley St.); but the heavy use it receives from the kids
can more plausibly be explained by its design than by the
level of traffic on the adjoining street.
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17. Connecting open spaces
Kids frequently move in and out of different areas
while playing and there is one section of Castle Square
which is particularly well suited to this, which I will
describe in the last section. Connected areas such as this
lend themselves well to floating games and bike-riding
circuits.
18. Micro-climate
Climate does not vary enough from one space to another
in Castle Square to have any significant effect on the way
the outdoor environment is inhabited, except during extremes
of temperature. There are some places which afford shade
on very hot days, but no places that afford good protection
from the wind on very cold days.
- 23
III. SITE ORGANIZATION
Castle Square is planned in such a way that although
access to the interior spaces is not physically obstructed
and anyone can enter the project, it is clear that having
done so, one is no longer on public ground. The project
is for the most part turned in on itself--fenced back yards
line most of the Shawmut Ave. and Berkeley Street edges,
and Tremont St. is walled off from the low-rise section of
the project by an 8-story high-rise building, with major
openings at ground level in only three places in 800 feet
of length. The corner of Herald St. and Tremont St. is
occupied by a supermarket, and the rest of the Herald St.
edge is the side of a two story parking garage. Paul Place
road winds in between this and the supermarket and along
the backside of the parking garage to Shawmut Ave., and at
both ends is the dimension of a small access road, leading
to and from a truck dock for the A & P. Because of its
size and the 90* turn in it, it does not offer much of a
shortcut to anyone wishing to circumvent the traffic light
at the corner of Herald and Shawmut Ave., and is used by
outsiders from the area at all only as a place to park. As
the project is located only a short walk from the downtown
area of Boston there is a great deal of pressure in the
area for parking space, and commuters take advantage of
the fact that the parking courts and the road along Paul
Place are city owned and maintained streets to avoid the
HERALD ST.
Superrnarket ~e ~ 4
Pau place
r -- - -
millicent way
T emerald cour
laundy r
ryw
Tffj
N BERKELEY ST.
FPONT. ENTRANCES -
PRIVATE OUTDOOR
SPACE
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I
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price of the parking garage, despite the fact-that these
areas are clearly project "territory."
There is one section on Shawmut Avenue where the front
entrances of a building face the public street, butthis
is the only section where this occurs. Otherwise all the
entrances to the buildings face onto interior courts, mazny
of which are not accessible by car and which are thus even
less public in character than the parking courts. This
site arrangement is briefly discussed in a report on
security in multi-family housing prepared by the Lower
2Roxbury Community Corporation , where it is criticized as
inconsistent from the point of view of security. The site
plan suffers from the long exposed back yards which have
fences which are inadequate to stop intruders from entering
(the fences lack gates unless the residents have taken it
upon themselves to provide them) but which serve to shield
them from public view. The site plan breaks the traditional
row house entrance pattern by providing off-street interior
courts for entry, but still a large number of units are
aligned with major public streets: with the difference
that now the more vulnerable back side of the building is
open to it. The implication is that it would have been
better to organize the site so that as few buildings as
2
Lower Roxbury Community Corporation (Phillip L. Clay,
Director), A Safe Place to Live: Design for Securit in
Multi-family Housing; A Report to the Mayor's Office of
Justice Administration, Boston, 1971.
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possible were oriented toward public streets, but oriented
instead to project streets, back to back with fenced off
communal back yard areas--thus being protected on both
sides. Part of the Castle Square site is organized around
pedestrian ways in this fashion--but suffice it to say that
although the site plan may not be an ideal organization
for security purposes, almost all the interior open spaces
have the quality of being semi-private project territory,
which is clearly under the surveillance of the residents.
This is true to a greater degree as one penetrates the
areas of the project which are not accessible by car. The
most private areas (excluding private open space) are the
communal back yards which can be seen along Paul Place.
Although these are still physically accessible to anyone,
the presence of a partial fence makes it obvious that they
are -intended for residents only.
There are public pedestrian ways running through every
part of Castle Square (with the exception of the above
mentioned back yards) which is an aspect of the site plan
which seems to be at odds with the protected nature of
the interior spaces. The project is open to pedestrians at
many points on all sides and consequently the pedestrian
flow is not directed along any major routes. An example of
what would seem to be needless duplication of entry points
is the juxtaposition of the automobile entrance on Shawmut
Ave. with the pedestrian entrance/underpass only 40' away.
The entrances, especially from Tremont St. are so designed
28
as to diffuse the pedestrian traffic. There are several
ways to enter the Village Court parking lot from Tremont St.
under the high rise and from the open end of Village Court
on Berkeley St., but once having entered the court there
are no clear paths across it which do not involve picking
onf'g way amongst cars or walking in the driving lanes.
Walking along a major pedestrian route from Shawmut Avenue
to Tremont Street one passes underneath buildings at the
places where the path enters and leaves the low-rise housing
seCtion--only to be emptied into the Village Court parking
lot before reaching Tremont St. The ambivalent nature of
spaCes which look enclosed but which are accessible from
all @ides, and of paths which appear to be major pedestrian
routes but which falter (or are-duplicated by adjacent
path@) is also present in the relationship of the high-rise
unit@ to Village Court. The wall of high rise units is
interposed between the court and Tremont St., and provides
a strg visual barrier between the two areas. This would
make Village Court as "protected" an area as the other two
Courts, were it not for the fact that the court is completely
open at the Berkeley St. end, and that anyone can pass
through the base of the high-rise at at least two additional
points beside the major pedestrian underpass. The set of
front entrances of the one low-rise building that opens
onto this space seems particularly inconsistent, as there
are no other front entrances opening onto this space
whatsoever.
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Another strange quirk in the pedestrian network is the
sheltered walk which goes from the entrance of the A & P on
Tremont St. (a fairly well used path) and which ends in the
truck dock for the store, which everyone headed for the
project must cross. It is not a large distance but it does
seem awkward that pedestrian routes should conflict with
parking areas and vehicular access in so many cases. All
in all the site plan does not seem to reflect a very rigor-
ous attitude towards unit orientation or pedestrian
circulation.
The site organization does provide a real variety in
size and type of play space available, however, and very
little space there is unused. This may be as much a result
of the large numbers of children who live at Castle Square
as of the quality of the outdoor spaces--but the wide range
of size and type in the outdoor spaces at Castle Square is
a highly commendable aspect of the site organization. There
are ten public areas on the site which can initially be
classified according to those which are accessible by auto-
mobile and those which are not. In the latter category
there are four further divisions: communal front entry
areas, communal back yards, "designated" play areas and
major walkways. The classification is as follows:
A. Areas accessible by automobile
1. Emerald Court
2. Castle Court
. w
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3. Village Court
4. Parking Garage
B. Areas not accessible by automobile
1. Communal front entry areas
a. Paul Place front entries
b. Front entry area of Berkeley St. units
2. Communal back yard areas
a. Paul Place back yard area
b. Berkeley St. units
c. Area behind units between Castle and Emerald
Courts
3. "Designated" play areas
a. Tot Lot
b. Berkeley St. Play Area
c. Church Lot
d. Central Play area
4. Major walkways: Millicent Way
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IV. SUBSTANTIATION OF CONCLUSIONS
FIRST CONCLUSION
The front stairweZZl/entry condition serving the double
duplexes at Castle Square serves as a play space for small
children which functions as such independently of other
factors: it is used consistently by children aged six and
under wherever it is found on the site, when the spaces
adjacent to it vary from an enclosed parking lot for over
seventy cars, to an entry court for 28 units, to a public
sidewalk bordering a public street at the edge of the pro-
ject. The proximity of these entryways to the unit, the
visibility from the kitchen window, the position as a shared
entryway belonging to four units and the structure of the
fences and stairwells affording a shielded space amount to
making this a place where small children will play regard-
less of the nature of the space in which it is found.
Front entries at Castle Square consist of concrete and
glass stairwells which are semi-detached from the building
which houses the duplex units: they stand out in front of
the units and to get into the first floor units or to climb
the stairs to the upstairs duplex, one steps into a sheltered
but unenclosed area which lies between the stairwell and the
building. To either side of the stairwell stand wooden
fences which form partially enclosed yards in front of each
unit and which also serve as a screen to keep the garbage
cans out of sight from the sidewalk side. These front yard
areas are paved with cement and are from one to three steps
lower than the floor of the sheltered entryway.
The area which lies between the front doors of the two
downstairs units and the bottom of the stairwell as well as
the pavement immediately surrounding the stairwell (the
area behind the fences and the part of the sidewalk
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10. Typical stairwell structure
11. Small child in front entry area
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izmediately in front of the stairwell) are areas which are
fraquently used by children between the ages of 3 and 7 as
a play space. One can see toys spread out in the sheltered
area and see little children using these areas at almost
every building in Castle Square.
One reason the entryway space is used in this way is
undoubtedly its proximity to the unit: but there is space
outside the back doors of the ground floor units which is
equally close to home and which is rarely used by children
in this way, so proximity cannot be considered the sole
determinant. The use the front entryways receive is par-
tially due to the more public nature of the stairwell,
which is shared by the occupants of four units. The area
thus can serve as a play space for children from-the up-
stairs uznits as well as the downstairs units, whereas the
back yards are directly accessible only to those people in
the downstairs units.
Another feature of the semi-detached stairwell structure
is that in combination with the front fences, it affords a
visually semi-private area where children who are shy can
hide if they want while still remaining in the center of
things, Although these areas are less far removed from the
public sidewalk than the traditional rowhouse stoop, they
afford a visual privacy which the stoop does not. Children
are as often as not found playing just under the front of
this stairwell, next to the public sidewalk. But unless
they are seven years old or older they rarely leave the
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immediate vicinity of the entryway. This use holds constant
despite the variety of spaces which these entryways open
onto--ranging from the most public to the least public
areas of the site. That this is true indicates that this
stairwell/entry condition through this combination of
factors amounts to being a self-Sufficient unit, which small
children will use in this way regardless of its position
on a site.
SECOND CONCLUSION
Children between the ages of 9 and Z5 will most usually.
play in the spaces which are best suited to their favorite
games, and factors such as the Presence or absence of auto-
mobile traffic, "action," pedestvian traffic, visibility
from the street, orientation of the surrounding units and
microclimate are secondary in importance to the design of
the game area.
For instance, a hard-surfaced area with boundary walZs
on at least two sides, preferably measuring at least 40' by
50', is the minimum necessary condition for a fast game of
street hockey with eight or more players. In vicinities
such as Castle Square where street hockey is very popular,
the presence of such an area is enough to ensure heavy use
by children wherever it exists on the site. This is not
true of areas which are paved but which lack boundary walls.
One of the things I found the most enjoyable to look for
in the course of my observations at Castle Square was how
the different groups of children make use of the available
spaces, and the adaptations they made for their different
games. They play as much in the parts of the site where
one might least expect them as they do in those areas
specifically planned for their activities, and leave some
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of the "planned" areas empty in preference for sidewalks
and parking lots.
William Whyte in Cluster Development observes:
...in the majority of the.developments we studied,
the designated play areas were under-used, and even
the free-form play sculpture that so intrigues the
adult eye didn't seem to have much drawing power
for children...
Children go where the action is, and the action
most usually is on the streets and alleys and
parking lots. Here's where the delivery men deliver
their goods, where fathers wash their cars on week-
ends, and where children have the most room for
wheeling around on their own vehicles.3
There may certainly be some positive drawing power for
children in being "where the action is," but it seems to be
more the case at Castle Square that children play where the-
space is best suited to their favorite games, regardless of
whether there is action there or not.
One of the most popular games at Castle Square is street
hockey, and because of the frequency with which it is played
at Castle Square, it makes a good test case for the above
hypothesis. For a group of 8 or more kids to get a fast
game going, a paved area at least 40' by 50' is required.
In every case at Castle Square in which one finds a hard-
surfaced area which is bounded on at least two sides by
walls high enough to stop a ball it is used for street
hockey. Ideally the space should be bounded on all four
sides by walls high enough to stop a rolling ball, but low
3Whyte, op. cit., pp. 86-87.
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gggggh for newcomers and onlookers to sit upon. Two spaces
whigh suit these requirements well are the Parking Garage
and the Central Play Area. The Church Lot play area is
gUitable also, although it has walls only at both ends and
along part of one side, and where it is possible to lose
he ball out into the street. Kids also play hockey in
Cagile and Emerald Court parking areas, but much less often
than in the three places first mentioned. To adequately
underptand why this is so, one has to consider all the
petentially relevant factors in each space. Without such
cgsideration, it is impossible to assess the impact of
ouch things as "action" or pedestrian traffic. The follow-
ing are summaries of the relevant characteristics of each
@page and the activities which occur in them which were
examined in the formulation of the second conclusion:
PARING GARAGE
See photograph on following page.
The commercial parking garage was not designed to have
anything to do with the pedestrian network or the designated
play areas of the site. It is open to Herald Street, sepa-
rated from it by only a 2' concrete wall, and is considered
by the residents to be a dangerous place after dark (see
interview notes in the appendix). It is off any beaten
pedstrian path and the upper levels of it are not visible
to passersby at street level, although they can be seen
from the upper floors of the Paul Place buildings. For this
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12. A hockey game in the parking structure
13. A baseball game in Castle Court
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reason it took me quite a while to discover that the upper
levels of the garage were used as a play area, as unless
one goes up to the nearby sidewalk and listens carefully, it
is impossible to tell that kids are playing there. After
I began to make a point of checking the garage on each of
my site visits, I realized that the uppermost levels of the
garage get used quite frequently for street hockey, by a
group of kids who set up their own goals and play there on
roller skates. This area is also used by younger children
(9 and 10 years old) for chasing and hiding games. The
garage is not used for hockey as frequently as the Church
Lot or the Central Play Area, both of which are at ground
level and connected with well used pedestrian paths.
CHURCH LOT
See illustration on following page.
The Church Lot is a piece of ground abutted on three
sides by the high end walls of units, and on the fourth
side by Shawmut Avenue. Millicent Way, a well-used pedes-
trian path, runs from the side of this area along Paul
Place to the Tot Lot and the elderly high-rise building, and
is used frequently by people coming onto the site from
Shawmut Avenue. There is also a way to go into Emerald
Court at the corner of this play space which is frequently
used by the children who play in the area, and less fre-
quently by the other residents. The area is public in
character, as it is not directly overlooked by the back or
CHURCH LOT looking east
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~b front windows of any units, and is not separated from the
public sidewalk by an level change, change of material, or
physical barrier. Church Lot offers nothing in the way of
interest other than three polished granite benches, and
basketball standards. It is one of the two most used
hockey areas on the site, and in the course of my observa-
tions was almost always occupied by ten or twelve boys
playing a fast game.
CENTRAL PLAY AREA
See photograph on page 59.
The other principal street hockey area is part of the
depressed asphalt section of the Central Play Area, which is
about 2' below grade, paved with asphalt and surrounded by
low retaining walls. The Central Play Area is completely
surrounded by housing units, and is not visible from any
public street. It is bordered by fenced back yards on the
two longest sides, most of which fences are closed off with
gates which the residents have provided themselves. At the
two short ends of the area there are front entrances to
housing units. The sunken asphalt area surrounded by
pedestrian paths occupies more than half the courtyard, and
is divided into two areas by a "play wall," which is a larg-2
rectangular cement block about 10' long and 3' wide by 6'
high, with some holes in the center. This "play wall"
serves to separate the basketball area at the far end from
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the hockey court, and games frequently go on simultaneously
without any interference.
CASTLE AND EMERALD COURTS
See illustration on pages 49 and 50.
These courts hold respectively 56 and 80 cars, and are
both bordered on all four sides by the front entryways of
the surrounding buildings. Seventy-four units are entered
from Castle Court and 72 from Emerald Court. Castle Court
can be entered by car via the drive opening onto Berkeley
Street or from the Shawmut Avenue entrance which serves
both courts. There are pedestrian ways into Castle Court
next to the automobile entrances, at the corner of Berkeley
and Shawmut, and from the sidewalk which connects the two
courts at the western side. Leading out of Emerald Court
there is a pedestrian underpass to Shawmut Avenue, which
marks the end of a long and heavily used pedestrian way
beginning at Tremont Street and passing through Village
Court, under a building into the Central Play Area, and
between two buildings into Emerald Court at the western edge.
In addition to this major path, the sidewalk connecting the
courts and the driveway which serves both courts, there are-
two other pedestrian entrances into Emerald Court: on'e
leading to the Church Lot and the other to Millicent Way.
These parking courts are used frequently for washing
and repairing cars, and frequently by children playing catch
and baseball. Several residents make a habit of pulling
CASTLE COURT looking east
EMERALD COURT looking east
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17. A baseball game in Emerald Court
18. Kids watching the same baseball game
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chairs out next to the front stairwells on sunny days to
watch the goings-on; others lean up against the fences and
parked cars to socialize on weekends. Although people who
do not live in Castle Square use these courts to park in on
weekdays, the areas definitely have the feeling of being
project territory, under direct resident surveillance.
These courts are only infrequently used for hockey games,
and when they are used for this the kids who play there set
up portable goals. I have never seen a large group (say
more than 5) playing hockey in either parking court.
The three areas which are most used by groups of boys for
street hockey all have paved surfaces, a minimum dimension of
40' by 50', and boundaries on at least two sides which can
stop the ball from rolling away. Spaces which suit the con-
ditions of boundary walls and paving but not of size--for
instance, the front entry courts along Paul Place--are used
by smaller groups quite frequently for hockey but cannot
accommodate very big games. It is clear from comparing the
way Castle and Emerald Courts are used to the use seen in
the Central Play Area and Church Lots that one of the
necessary conditions for street hockey is a clear expanse of
paving with boundary walls. There is plenty of pavement in
Castle and Emerald Courts but no one plays hockey there with
any regularity, although some of the kids do own portable
goals which they can set up where they like. If the fact
that automobiles are present in Emerald and Castle Courts
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can be considered a deterrent, it is most likely that the
parked cars rather than those which are moving through
constitute the greatest problem for the hockey players..
Castle and Emerald Courts both get used for games of catch
and baseball often (games in which the ball is only occasion-
ally rolling on the ground) and the players are not bothered
by interruptions from automobiles entering and leaving.
The fact that the parking garage is used at all as a
hockey area would seem to be adequate demonstration that
pedestrian activity in an area is not a necessary minimum
condition for a space to be used; but it should be noted
that the most used hockey areas are in more accessible
spaces and do have a fair amount of regular pedestrian
traffic. As far as the problem of the degree of openness
to the public street goes, the upper levels of the parking
garage are out of sight from street level and the Central
Play Area is surrounded by dwelling units on all sides and
accessible only by foot. These areas, especially the latter,
are regularly used for the game--so the amount of activity
found at the Church Lot cannot be ascribed to its "public"
character.
Nor does the orientation of the surrounding units appear
to make any difference. Church Lot is faced on three sides
by largely blank end walls, but the Central Play Area has
front entrances on two ends and fenced back yards with
balconies above on the two long sides: clearly easily
surveillable by almost all the surrounding units. The only
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Conditions which consistently occur in the most popular
hockey areas are the paved surface and the presence of
boundary walls; and with those areas popular for large
games, the minimum area dimension of 40' by 50'.
THIRD CONCLUSION
The intensity of use that any one Zarge area receives
@an be optimized by dividing the space into two or more
d4fined game areas, by designing game areas that can be
uvgd in a variety of ways, and by providing nearby an ample
amount of low walls or anything else which can be used for
vazually seating varied numbers of people who might want
to watch the games. An area which has multiple game areas
and Which can support a variety of games and a lot of
obeervers has the potential to become a real gathering
pLace because of the number and variety of people it will
attraot~
A single space can accommodate a narrow or wide range of
ball games, depending on how it is designed. If it is
approximately 40' by 50' and provides low surrounding walls
and a paved surface, it is good for street hockey; if it has
paving, low side walls and high walls at either end it can
be used for street hockey, wall ball and tennis backboard
practice; if it provides basketball hoops set out from the
high walls it will serve for all the above games and basket-
ball as well.
Baseball requires no bounding walls but needs a space
of greater dimension than is necessary for either hockey or
basketball. Hockey and basketball can be played by as few
as three or four people, and very little space is required
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for this scale of game. Baseball would seem to require a
space long enough to hit a long drive regardless of the
number of people playing it, but games, although somewhat
cramped, are played in Emerald Court frequently on weekends.
Stickball seems to demand a long, narrow area with high
side walls--which is to say I have only seen it played on
the site in the front entry courts of Paul Place, and
occasionally in the communal back yards there. Volleyball
can be played anywhere there are two upright posts of any
description close enough to each other to allow a net to be
slung between them. Wallball requires of course a wall,
next to a section of paving. The paved areas at Castle
Square are suitable for most of the popular games, but the
grass areas are used for other purposes.
With every sizeable game area there are always people
who are looking on: admiring girlfriends, others
who are preparing to join, people just watching, eating
lunch or whatever. If there are no walls or benches to sit
on, people will sit on cars; if there is nothing to sit on,
they will lean up against whatever is available to watch.
The most active spaces at Castle Square provide some physical
definition capable of supporting a few loiterers, and the
one area which provides the most opportunities for seating
turns into a real socializing spot on the weekends. If the
seating takes the form of low boundary walls it will be less
"stiff" than specially placed benches, and will allow groups
of varying size to congregate easily. Seating which is not
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adjacent to a particular game area may go completely unused,
but those which are in combination with game areas at
Castle Square are frequently occupied, and serve to enhance
the activities in those places.
The best example of this is the Central Play Area,
which has the sunken asphalt area occupying one half of the
space. The retaining walls around this asphalt play space
are constantly used by onlookers whenever a game is going on,
and people also sit on the play wall and even on the electri-
cal meter housing (highly uncomfortable) to watch and talk
to each other. This area works particularly well not only
because it provides such convenient and flexible seating,
but because it provides it adjacent to but not in the way of
the pedestrian routes which pass through the area. Pedes-
trians can continue on their way without interrupting the
play or passing between the onlookers and the game area.
The more formal seating areas which are provided in the Tot
Lot and near the Berkeley Street playlot are not adjacent
to any defined game areas and are virtually unused compared
to the seating in the Central Play Area. The one bench
which is not directly in the line of fire in the Church Lot
is also regularly used by onlookers or waiting players, but
as it is in the form of discreet benches it is less useful
than. the wall space in the Central Play area.
One of the most successful aspects of the Central Play
Area and one of the characteristics which distinguishes it
from the other play spaces at Castle Square, is the way it
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is divided into discrete game areas. The sunken asphalt
area is divided into two play areas--one for basketball,
one for street hockey--by the "play wall" described earlier.
There is also an area for small children separated from the
game areas by the main pedestrian walk which crosses the
space at a higher level than that of the play areas which
lie on either side. This area, equipped with swings and
slides, can be used by small children and anyone who is
looking after them without interference with the "big kids"
using the sunken asphalt area.
On a crowded day the Central Play Area is filled with
little kids playing on the swings and slide at one end,
basketball players at the other end, the everpresent hockey
game in the centermost area, and people watching over the
smallest children or the games sitting or standing around
talking. The area seems to work as a gathering place, even
for teens, at such times. Even at odd hours parts of it
are always in use, but at peak times the space takes on a
socializing character which sets it apart from any of the
other play areas at Castle Square.
CENTRAL PLAY AREA looking east
20. Children using the play equipment
Play Area
in the Central
21. Basketball game in the Central Play Area
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V, DISCUSSION OF THE PAUL PLACE, MILLICENT WAY AND TOT LOT
AREAS: AND THE FOURTH CONCLUSION
The Paul Place front entry courts and communal back
yards, Millicent Way and the Tot Lot will be discussed to-
gether in this section because as very closely interrelated
spaces it is difficult to separate the discussion of one
area from that of the others. They are all parts of a "play
circuit," and although this is also true of other areas of
the site, what is salient here is that the Tot Lot and
Millicent Way are used as play spaces primarily as extensions
of the activity in the Paul Place areas. Because of this
organization of the discussion an issue will be included
which in fact concerns only the Paul Place back and front
entry areas and the other three areas similar to these
which exist elsewhere on the site. This is the discussion
of what differences in the ways these areas are used occur
as a function of their being bordered by back entries in-
stead of front, and vice versa. As is the case with every
other area on the site, it seems to be a combination of
factors which operate to produce the disparity in use. The
fourth conclusion is covered in this section but is only
one of a number of matters of interest.
FOURTH CONCLUSION
The paved front entry courts which serve two buildings
(as seen in the center of Paul Place and in the Berkeley
Street section of the site), which provide entry to approxi-
mately thirty unite and are lined on both sides with the
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front stairwells and wooden fences, provide a play space
geich will be used consistently by children aged 7 - Z4 who
;ive in the adjacent buildings, regardless of where such an
gntry court may exist on the site.
7FMNT ENTRY COURTS AND COMMUNAL BACK YARD AREAS: Particu-
Iarly Those Exemplified by Paul Place
The units which comprise Paul Place are in six buildings
get parallel to each other in a row, bordered on one side by
Millicent Way and on the other side by the Paul Place access
§gd, The buildings are arranged face to face so that every
@thgr intervening space is a communal back yard. At the
@nd glosest to Tremont Street the front entries of the first
building face a blank wall which is the side of the manage-
Ment office and day care center; and the front entries of
the last building in the row before one reaches Shawmut
Av@nue face onto this public street. Elsewhere in this row,
h@wever, the front entries of each building face the front
@nRties of another similar building across a paved space
appoximately 50' wide. The buildings and entry conditions
agg the same as elsewhere in the low-rise part of the site:
g@tgked duplexes four stories high (with an occasional two
@tgry section) and a semi-detached stairwell serving each
gg units with wooden fences to either side of it. These
paVed entry courts serve a total of 28 units apiece. There
4@ 9ne other entry court like this on the site which is not
at Paul Place but perpendicular to Village Court, near
Berkeley Street (hereafter referred to as the Berkeley Street
gegtion).
%*,-- * 0-
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There are three communal back yard areas in the Paul
Place section, with 16 back doors opening directly onto a
grassyarea about 30' across. Either end of each grassy
area is partially enclosed by brick walls approximately
seven feet high which have 4' wide openings in the center.
The upstairs units which do not have direct access to the
grassy area have balconies which overlook the space. There
are two back yard areas like those of Paul Place elsewhere
in the project--one between the units which separate Emerald
and Castle Courts, and the other behind those units which
comprise the Berkeley Street Section. All of these back
yard areas are distinguished from back yards of the down-
stairs units elsewhere in the project by the absence of
fences demarcating private open space. Interestingly, in
many cases the residents have taken it upon themselves to
build their own fences from the wall of the building out to
the sidewalk which runs through the area. There are several
such fences in varying degrees of completion in every com-
munal back yard area with the exception of the area which
lies between Castle and Emerald Courts. One can frequently
see residents gardening in these areas, and one person in
the Berkeley Street Section has built a large play house
there where his children sit o,.t when the weather is nice.
TOT LOT AND MILLICENT WAY
The Tot Lot is an open space about 130' long and 90'
wide, which lies at the junction of several other areas in
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22. Front entry court in Paul Place
23. Children playing in front entry court in Berkeley
Street Section
24. Communal back yard area in Paul Place
25. Play house in communal back yard in the Berkeley
Street Section
Jr
TOT LOT looking east
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taggits- plan; the high-rise building for the elderly, the
fflygte back yards of a building which fronts on Emerald
@@gt, the private back yards of a building which fronts on
thg gentral Play Area, and part of Paul Place. It is like-
wig@ at the intersection of three major pedestrian ways:
h@ pmute from the A 6 P past Paul Place leading to Village
L@gt; the route coming from Berkeley Street past the
S:Play Ar@a; and Millicent Way, which leads from the
@hggh Lot on Shawmut Avenue through the Tot Lot and passes
gagggneath the elderly high-rise on its way to Tremont Street.
Th@ Tot Lot contains a defunct wading pool, now enclosed by
W@@ which gets used for climbing; a sand pit, and a large
RgMb@r of polished granite benches which are set against
l@W genggete walls. The pool area is surrounded by seating
ad @@ pgrated from the sand pit area by a raised grass
igl~gd which almost encircles the sand area. The rest of
thg gpge is taken up by paving where the pedestrian paths
gaggy and become wider as they pass through the area.
A9@ follog!!ws Millicent Way out of the Tot Lot area
#nd tqWrgds Shawmut Avenue, one passes along the alternating
fg@ t and back areas of the Paul Place buildings on the left,
and g line of fenced back yards on the right. The pedestrian
Wgy Variges from 30' to 40' in width along its length, of
which about 15' is paved.
The gpmmunal kack yard areas described above receive a
different amount and type of use than do the front entry
@ggts, although the areas are almost identical in size.
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The front entry areas are frequently--almost constantly--in
use by kids riding bikes, roller skating, playing basketball
and street hockey, leaning up against the fences and talking,
or standing clustered around the entryways. The most in-
tensively used entry courts are those which serve two facing
buildings, although the front area of the one building
which faces Shawmut Avenue is used a great deal for social-
izing purposes, if not much for games. The front stairwell
areas in each of these entry courts is used by very small
children as is described in the first conclusion.
The back yard areas by contrast are used much less for
games, although they serve well those residents who have
arranged private garden plots for themselves. Smaller
children (ca. age 8) sometimes play games in and out of the
back yard nearest the Tot Lot, and the centermost back yard
area is occasionally--during peak hours of outdoor use on
weekends--the location of a baseball game. According to
one resident interviewed, these communal back yards were
formerly a regular meeting place for the fathers who came
home from work and went out back to have a beer with the
neighbors and sit around watching while the youngsters
played baseball. This resident noted that this was no
longer the case, and attributed this to the fact that Paul
Place is now largely populated by Chinese families, whereas
formerly the majority had been Puerto Rican. The centermost
back yard of Paul Place is still used in this fashion but
apparently not as intensively as used to be the case.
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The difference in use of the front and back areas de-
ngribed above cannot be set down simply to the fact that
on@ type of space is bordered by front entrances and the
othre by back entrances, although this certainly has some-
thing to do with it. A major factor is that the front entry
court is directly accessible to all 28 families in the two
facing buildings, whereas the back yards have the doors of
roughly one-half as many units opening onto them. This
mean@ not only that one-half of the families who overlook
the gpace have only circuitous access to it, but also that
th@ number of people who regularly pass through the front
entry grea is double that number of people who even have
direct access to the back yard area--without taking into
account the fact that the back doors are used less frequently
than the front doors for regular access.
The type of surface is also a major factor: since the
front entry courts are paved and the back yard areas offer
only a Very limited amount of paving, the front areas are
better guited for roller skating, bike riding, hockey and
bagketball, and sustain a lot of traffic with groups of kids
coming and going on their bikes and skates. As paved sur-
faeeg connecting Paul Place sidewalk to Millicent Way and
the Tot Lot, they serve as optional routes in the play
cirguitg used by the kids who live there. The Paul Place
entry courts function as play spaces by themselves and as
part of play circuits--especially of the bike riders--so
frequently one will see them used simultaneously for
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stationary games and for activities which "float" from one
space into another. The front, entry court in the Berkeley
Street Section does not have this type of connection with a
well-used play circuit, and is used primarily for stationary
games such as frisbee, hockey and stickball.
Children move in and out of the back yard areas of
Paul Place in the same sort of "floating" games--chasing
each other in and out, hiding behind the end walls, etc.--
but not with the frequency that one sees this occurring with
the front entry courts. The back yard areas of Paul Place
are used more frequently, however, than the back yard in the
Berkeley Street Section or that which lies between Castle
and Emerald Courts--in fact I have never seen this last area
in use by anyone of any age. It is devoid of home-constructed
fences and the abundant grass growing there testifies to the
lack of traffic through it. This is perhaps due to its unique
location between two parking courts with pedestrian paths on
all sides. This is the only completely unused space at
Castle Square. The back yard area in the Berkeley Street
Section contains several resident-supplied fences although
not much other evidence of gardening activity. In contrast
to these two areas the back yards sections of Paul Place are
quite heavily used--for baseball games and for small children
playing; for gardening and occasionally for adult residents
sitting outside.. But apparently the condition of two build-
ings back to back with a communal grass area in between,
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overlooked by all the units and accessible to half of them,
is not sufficient to guarantee use.
During peak hours of outdoor use-wsay on a warm Satur-
day afternoon-one can find kids flowing in and out of both
the back and front areas of Paul Place, and it is at times
like this that the Tot Lot and Millicent Way become play
areas in and of themselves, rather than just links between
on@ play area and another. Children congregate on the
p@detrian way and set up games of hopscotch and volleyball
right in the line of traffic, while knots of cyclists stop
to mill around before dispersing on another tour of the pro-
joct, Millicent Way is used in this way where it is part
of the Tot Lot as well as where it is not, and most of the
activity which occurs in the Tot Lot happens as an extension
of the activity on this broader section of Millicent Way.
The Tot Lot itself has nothing much to draw people to it.
There is a great deal of pedestrian traffic and occasionally
a f@w adults sitting there--but most of the action is from
kids riding their bikes through, playing in the adjacent
front and back yard areas or meeting kids from Emerald Court
at the intersection of the paths. No one ever seems to
settle down to any game in the Tot Lot proper, with the one
exception of the sandbox area, which is used quite a lot by
children under seven, The lack of interest of the older kids
is most probably due to the fact that the arrangements there
don't lend themselves to any particular games. There is a
lot of seating provided, level changes and grass islands,
. 4
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sandbQx and the defunct wading pool (now covered with a wood
deck), Only rarely does one see people sitting and talking
there, as compared to the seating in the Central Play Area,
The Tot Lot does not afford any space suitable for ball
qames, or very much play equipment for the little kids (and
it might have been an excellent place for some), It is too
broken up to be used for any games, yet the lack of such
activity means that the seating really doesn't get used, It
is interesting that although this area has a high volume of
through pedestrian traffic and many kids hanging out nearby
and congregating on Millicent Way, very little of the facili-
ti@ it provides are used. Even people waiting for laundry
at the nearby laundramat sit on the steps underneath the
high-rise building for the elderly residents, but not here.
The moral of the story would appear to be that seating
and one sand area are insufficient to attraet very much use.
The front entry courts of Paul Place and the Berkeley Street
Section, on the other hand, provide a defined game space of
sufficient dimension for stickkall and small groups of
basketball players (who tie milk crates onto the wooden
fenCes for makeshift baskets), and hockey players too--while
having the added advantage that older children playing here
can keep an eye en their younger brothers and sisters while
staying quite close to home. The back yard areas are also
useful although for a more limited set of games, The success
of Paul Place arrangement and by extension, that of Millicent
Way, would seem to lie in the fact that there are a number of
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game areas available there, each big enough to handle at
least one game with five or six kids, and each area has a
cert4in personal character: the same groups of children
can be seen playing there day after day. This is true also
for the front entry court of the Berkeley Street Section--
but what is unique about the Paul Place arrangement is that
there is a series of these spaces, some more used than others,
which all have direct access to wide common paved walk. The
number of these areas and the overlapping of the play cir-
cuits which go in and out of them combine to make Millicent
Way used as a play area during peak hours of use on the site.
Other pedestrian walks in the project are used by the kids
for biking and roller skating but none are used for games
and congregations in the same fashion as the kids use
Millicent Way.
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29. The Tot Lot
30. Gardeners in a communal back yard area
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The following is taken directly from a paper on the
4gygqopment of Castle Square and the roles of the Boston
gdvelopment Authority, the architect and the developer
in thqt process; written by Ray Warburton and Peter Kemble
@f the Harvard Graduate School of Design in 1965. The paper
ge gntitled: "A Report on the firm of Samuel Glaser and
Agggiates, and the development of the Castle Square urban
pgpal project." All the credit for the research is due
f9 the authors and this summary of the development history
Lc nehuded purely for the convenience of the reader.
In 1963 the land on which Castle Square was to be
4@V@iped was taken by the Boston Redevelopment Authority
by gninent domain. The BRA promised the development of
the greg to the City Redevelopment Commission, a development
gggpgration headed by Drucker, now called Castle Square
Aggggigtes. The project was first negotiated as an indus-
trig1 gxtension of the New York Streets Area, with early
g§qi-gition and little controls promised. Sam Glaser was
ggkgg to make studies and when the land was finally acquired
i the summer of 1963 he was selected as the architect.
pga @tMll of his office was in charge of design throughout
th pypject. The developer, the BRA and the architect got
tgther to establish a program based on the architect's
gggg for combining industrial and residential land usage.
The program included the number of housing units, permissable
ggmercial footage, rent structure, definition of housing
typs and acreage permitted for industrial. In response
to the wishes of the residents of the area the program was
altered: the residents said they would support the taking
of the Castle Square area only if it were made into a resi-
dential rather than industrial area. The BRA subsequently
withdrew permission for industrial development, and decided
to isolate the industry to the New York Streets area and to
use the Castle Square area for combined commercial/dwelling
construction. Density at this point became a function of
design and costs. An increase in commercial footage was
permitted beyond the 10% ration in an attempt to generate
income and thereby subsidize the housing.
Initially the architects had planned commercial with
about 300 dwelling units on the site, but they decided to
raise this number to its present level of 500 dwelling
units. The changes from industrial/residential to commer-
cial/residential and raising the number of dwelling units
were the most important changes to the program and these
occurred even before Glaser had a contract with the CRC.
Initial costs were determined by footage and compared
with and adjusted to unit costs market figures--assumptions
were made based on knowledge of general subsurface condi-
tions in the area. These costs in turn determined rent
structures necessary to support construction, maintenance
and project management. These rents were initially sub-
mitted to and rejected by the BRA.
In planning Castle Square, the architects and the BRA
worked very closely--in fact they essentially collaborated
on the design. The architect was working with the BRA and
for the CRC, but since the BRA chose the developer and had
design review rights they were ultimately the client Glaser
had to please., "The CRC did not really care what was built
as long as it was cheap and they got their guaranteed 5%,"
"The BRA's program was exceeded only because of the 'par-
ticular interest and dedication for housing' and a 'great
deal of tact and presentation ability of Mr. Stull'." The
architect and the BRA presented a united front to the CRC,
with the determination of Mr. Stull purportedly behind the
caliber of the work.
Changes were generated by the Building Department, the
BRA, the FHA and by cost difficulties as determined by the
contractor and by subsurface difficulties. This project was
the first 221(d) (3) work ever done by either the CRC or by
Glaser's office--as well as being the most inexpensive
housing that Sam Glaser had ever attempted, the rent levels
established by the BRA being lower than those recommended
for (D3) housing.
The major design objectives as set forth by the BRA
were as follows:
1. Approximately 500 units of 221(d) (3) housing of which
no more than 300 would be in high-rise
2. Approximately 100 units for the elderly in high-rise
units to be built on site by the Boston Housing
Authority
3. "All signs must be suitably integrated with the archi-
tectural design of the structure which they identify."
4. "A minimum of 1 car for every 2 units is to be parked
on the ground (provided by the BRA); the remaining 50%
to be in a garage (provided by the developer). An
additional 3 square feet of parking for every square
foot of commercial, either in the ground or on the ground
is to be provided by the developer.
5. The BRA has the power to review and veto design. Limi-
tations on the design were:
a. Low rent levels demanded by the BRA
b. A requirement that every building over 7 stories
have two elevators; (the cost of the additional
elevator would put the project beyond D3 cost and
also into new code limitations)
c. Extensive foundations necessary: the area of Bos-
ton on which the project is built is resting on 15'
of fill and 2' 8" wide caissons 15' o.c. had to be
sunk 25' deep to support the structural columns in
all the buildings. These costs in fact persuaded
the BRA later to raise the rent levels; spread
footings accounted for one quarter of construction
costs
The architect chose to use the British Omnia building
system, consisting of concrete pre-cast joists with block
infill combined with poured in place major structural
members, and constructed according to a 2' 2" design module.
Green areas on the site were given to the city to
benefit both the city and the developer, as within cost
constraints the developer could only afford to blacktop the
areas. Stull through political maneuvering managed to get
some of the 1% construction costs normally allocated for
works of art re-allocated so that larger trees could be
planted. Another coup on Stull's part was persuading the
city to ipstall the services to lower the cost to the
developer; and the parking lots were proclaimed to be city
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streets: they were given names and the clearance increased
to accommodate city plows.
There were considerable headaches for the architect in
trying to arrive at a site plan which had public housing
integrated into private development for the first time in
Boston--which proved to be an especially troublesome process
because of the lengthy negotiations required and the stipu-
lations attached to public housing.
The project as constructed contains:
89 low rise buildings which contain:
390 two, three and four bedroom duplex apartments of
which the lower floors contain kitchen, living and
dining rooms; and bedrooms and baths are on the upper
floors
4 high rise elevator buildings containing:
192 one and two bedroom units, with the first floor of
the seven story building devoted to commercial enter-
prises
2 high rise buildings containing:
96 apartments for the elderly; constructed by the Boston
Housing Authority
The rental schedule as of 1965 was as follows:
Elevator Apts. No. of units $/month
one bedroom 144 88-98
two bedroom 48 98-108
Garden Apts.
two bedroom 117 97
(Rental schedule continued)
Garden Apts.
three bedroom
four bedroom
No. of units
122
70
$/month
107
117-132
APPENDIX B
TOTALS FOR RECREATIONAL UCE; WITh
BREAKDOWNS BY AGE AND SEX
Number Number Sex not Age not
Male Female noted 0-5 6 -11 12 17 18+ noted
Total Observed
Altogether = 721 432 229 23 67 403 192 59 38
By Percentage 59% 32% 9% 56% 27% 8%
Co(Ln
1 0 1 lp 6
TABLE I
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TABLE 2
% OF TOTAL USE BY SPACE AND BY SEX
Av. No.
Per
Obser-
vation
Period
% me
Male Female
Total
%-0
1 - i It I
1. Paul Place front
yards
2. Paul Place back
yards
3. Tot Lot
4. Church Lot
5. Central Play
Area
6. Emerald Court
7. Castle Court
8. Berkeley Play
Area,
11
4
12
4
27
17
12
4.5%
67%
58%
40%
85%:
66%'
58%1
60%;
29%
41%
44%
5.7%
26%
37%
28%
50% 46%
96%
99%
84%
91%
92%
95%
99.7%
96%
% of
Total
Total on
Countedj Site
88 11%
34
100
35
213
135
98
36
5%
13%
5%
29%1
18%
14%1
5%
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TABLE 3
USE OF OPEN SPACES BY AGE
Total* Total #
0-5 6-11 12-17 18+ % of Users
Paul Place
Front Yards 4.8% 68% 15, % 5.6% 93.4% 88
Paul Place
Back Yards 26% 44% 1E% 15% 100% 34
Tot Lot 12% 54% 23% 4% 93% 100
Church Lot 2% 89% E% 2% 99% 35
Central Play
Area 7% 42% 38% 5.6% 92.6% 213
Emerald Court 3.7% 71% 14% 11% 99.7% 135
Castle Court 4% 55% 20% 11% 90% 98
Berkeley St.
Play Area 0 61% 16% 8% 87% 36
____________________________ _ _ _ ____________ _________ I __________
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TABLE 4 :
TOTALS FOR PEDESTRIAN USE: WITH
BREAKDOWN BY SEX
# ' Sex Not
Male Female Noted
Total Observed
= 401 151 187 63
% of Total 37% 46% 17%
TABLE 5
TOTALS FOR PEDESTRIAN USE BY AREA
% of
# Total #
Area Observed For Site
tTot Lot 172 42%
Central Play Area 99 25%
Emerald Court 72 18%
Castle Court 20 5%
Church Lot 17 4%
-
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LIST OF ACTIVITIES
The following is a list of every activity I have seen
on the Castle Square site in the course of my observations.
Following the mention of the activity is a number which
refers to the number of times I saw any number of people
engaging in this activity--it is not the total number of
people I ever saw doing any one thing, but merely a rovgh
index of the relative popularity of the various activities.
29 Playing catch
Street hockey
Basketball
Playing near front
stoops
Swings and slides
Sitting and talking
Observing other games
or activities
Car washing
23 Playing on play blocks
(Berkeley St. Area)
19
Playing chase in and
out of back yards
13 (communal)
13 Playing with cardboard
boxes or milk cartons
13
Drawing
13 Digging
11 Wall ball
Baseball 9 Soccer
Roller skating
Standing and talking
Gardening
Playing with wheeled
toys (including
shopping carts)
Random play
Sitting on or near front
stoops, (with or without
a lawn chair)
Playing on balconies
Stickball
Sandbox
8 Playing with pet dogs
8 Smoking pot
8 Playing with sticks
Sweeping front stoop
7 Sitting in communal
back yard
6
Jumprope & other rope
and string games
6 Volleyball
6 Hopscotch
6 Football
4 Frisbee
Bike riding 4
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
I
1
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Blowing bubbles
Riding motorbike
Playing house
Tennis practice on wall 1
Playing cn cars
- - a 4ftlim"O -- - 1 -1 - - - - 1---.- - -- ---- -
APPENDIX C
DEMOGRAPHIC DATA
The racial breakdown of the Castle Square project is
as follows (f igures courtesy of HUD):
500 units: Elderly units: 20
147 white 10 white
.50 black 8 black
10 Spanish-American 1 Spanish-American
153 Oriental 1 Oriental
The U.S. Census for 1970 on tract 704 which includes
only Castle Square, lists the following figures which
would appear to b6 inaccurate. The number of children (612)
they list is significantly lower than any estimate I
received from either residents or management (these
estimates ranged from between 1000 and 1500 children
in the project, and several of them were obtained from
people who worked at one of the various day care centers
at the project). On the following pages are reproductions
of relevant pages from the census itself.
All persons:1842
male 872 white 664
female 970 black 541 = 29%
93
94
Children:
all families
husband/wife
families
families with
other male
head
families with
female head
403
298
16
89
numiber of children 612
"
I
I
i "f
i i"
" "f
Total number of persons under 18 years of age:
476
17
119
641
2 1 Characteristics of the Population: 1970-Continued
-R0. Dao based on sample, see text For oinimum hoose for derived figures (percent, m
L Boston --
Cens~bg Tract Troct Tract Tract Iro Tract Tract Tro
A0701 0702 0703 0704 0C1NR 0706 0707 07
CRU colty OF 0 IGIN -
- ----. - .--.---.: -----------
-Native natl rentage - - .
N vtsf ofrfelr or mied parentage.- ---...........
forqi nt torn -- - - - -- - - - -- - - -
A - - -----------------
-- -- -- -- -- -- .--
A~o~ao ~ ~ ..e n --- ------------------
Gtho b -------------------------
C, e lovokid .....--------------- . -----
N - -------------------------
-500-..
-
.. ... -. -- ------ -
-iberA rio a .--.... -------------
Al other ond not ra orted ..............- - ....-
P .erso n I 'O ponish Ionguage' - ... .. .. ... .. ....
OtherPersonsof5panishsurname . -
Prsoo of Spanishmother tongue......----- ......
eens of Puerto Rican birth or porentoge --
1CHOOL ENROLLMENT
e.ralled psseas, 3 to 34 yesas aid .. .......
rsftryschool -- ----------- ...-
Public ..- - - . ... ...--.------------..-
indergarten . -- ... ---- -..---. --
-Public .... --- --....-..---- _.
Ifementore.. ..---- - - -
Public..- - ..-....-----.----------.
High sthool .. ...--- --- --.....
P-ic - _----... ....... - ...
Codlge ........ _. ...---------
Percent Aroed in school by oge
16 on d 17 'years .......... - .........-
1 Bond 19years- --.. .. .
20 ond 21 years . . . .-- ----- .---- ......-
22to24yers.........- ---------.. .----
25 190 34 year,-s. -......----.--- ........
Percent 16 to 21 years not bigh school graduates
ondnotenrolled n school - .- ..............- ....-
YEARS Of SCHOOL COMPLETED
Perses,25yearsldsaid.ever.-.........
No School yearscompleted- -.......---..-....
lemenrtory- I to4years....--..__- _...._.-
5 to 7years -8 years ............... _------
- ighschool I to3years--- ......- .............
4 years ..... ........... .--......
College 1 to3years.---....................'
4 years or more........-.-----_...-
Medion school years completed .............
Percent high schoolgraduates...........- - -- .... .
1 148 1 696
405 722
337 409
406 565
743 974
25 -
62 7
50 9
19 -
6 -
13
70 5
14 16
49 28
22 16
413 893
35 -
35 -
6 -
170
4
4
51
51
13
7
102
76.0
46.3
15.9
6.3
920
SI
54
56
26
70
285
149
229
12.7
72.1
478
21
13
12
12
135
135
114
114
196
999
320
52,7
63 I
7.2
906
112
59
189
63
170
192
85
36
9.5
34.5
2 968
1 6/5
625
468
1 093
108
153
20
23
76
5
37
153
18
38
456
51
51
15
373
20
13
9
118
100
65
49
157
85.0
55A
28 1
21 2
79
10 5
2 237
41
81
207
188
319
582
296
523
12 5
62 6
1 708
954
408
136
7S4
80
29
-7
16
23
34
598
40
16
490
37
34
61I
52
228
213
123
123
41
930
521
34 7
3 6
14.5
953
89
17
152
116
160
306
62
51
109
44 0
4 844 2 465
2 377 1 821
I 146 388
1 321 256
2 467 644
14 18
68 39
26 21
- 12
12
52 52
46 30
191 100
12 21
34 63
1 938 288
665 273
592 266
592 200
1 075 354
36
- 21
61 43
61 43
5417 87
538 79
277 65
252 56
190 123
174 999
626 -
29 2 12.0
136 400
82 8 3
255 452
3 115 1 77
163 20
277 89
546 277
455 246
571 292
701 330
180 219
222 305
9 6 11 6
354 480
95
edion, etc.) and msanoig of symbols, see text]
Con.
ct Tract Tract Tract Tract Tract Tract Tract
08 0709 0710 0711 0712 080; 0602 0803
696 2 379 2 044 1
585 2 092 1 569
69 148 228
42 139 249
111 287 477
- 7 - 26
27 12 11
- - 20
17
6 13 -
9 36 15
29 163 227
40 56 161
59 32 92
57 32 64
37 22 59
95 250 259
6 - -
26 5 2
26 5 2
57 176 155
57 171 155
- 48 77
- 43 53
6 21 25
519 ...
- 241 130
- 18 3 -
- 190
39 3.0 6.6
- 203 20.2
440 1 767 1 405
3 4 9
4 96 110
69 315 347
13 221 2. )
81 379 350
94 467 229
86 99 49
90 186 71
12 5 110 90
614 42.6 24.8
CHILDREN EVER BORN
WsnseaS4ase,3 5t s44dyears earried... 33 92 62 91 190 58 32 117 149
Children ever born..-.................- - - 38 307 172 280 598 68 49 249 358
Per l.0U0 women ever married ....-...-- - -- . I 152 3 337 2 098 3 077 3 141 1 172 1 531 2 128 2 403
RESIDENCE IN 1965
Perstss, 5 ys old@and s. 1970 ..-.....
Some houseas on 1970.............................
Drifferent house
in-Centra IVt of this5SM5A . ... .... ... .... ...In oolothr r of this 5MSA.--.... ..--........--
Outsode th s SMSA .........---- ---- ..----.....
Northord West...--......................--
South .......
Abroad .. .... . ........ ....--.. --- .......-
MEANS Of TRANSPORTATION A D PLACE OF WORK
All terkers ..............................
Priate auto 0rver.....................
Passenger--. . - .
Buo o r streetcor .... ..... .. ....... ----
Subway, etloted tron, or rodrood .............
Waokedtowork.;--..........-......--.--......
W orked ol hom e . -.... ........ .. ... ... .. ... ..
Otsher ....... --.. -.
Inside SM5 A ..- ... ..... .......- ... ........... ....
Boson- centralbusmessdishct.......... ----- -
Rnminderof Bostoncity. . .....................-
Remoinder of SuffolkCounty.. ....... .. . .--
Co nbrodge city .......0 .....4... .....9......-
Remonder of Middlesex County, inner ing -. - -
Middlesex County. outer r.ng . . . ...
Norfolk Cooniy. oner ring -...... ; -. . . .. .
Norfolk County. ouler ring.-................(os County-.....................- ......-...
Plyn.outhCo--nty . ..... ..
o.de SMSA _..... ....----... . .
PICeeOfwork not reported -1 ........-..-.. L .....
1 105 1 560 2 883
130 883 1 182
335 158 569
155 75 196
268 172 427
204 162 345
64 10 62
87 147 224
492 693
51 140
45 52
34 47
67 53
254 343
19 42
22 16
408 534
184 323
165 140
38 -
6 27
9 6
- 16
6 22
12 19
72 140
I 695
314
83
118
235
833
56
56
1 238
253
794
7
91
5
18
45
13
12
53
404
'See text for definition. 'includes "Moved 1965 residence not reported
1 S16
113
107
55
34
21
92
542
65]
133
141
10
393
128
177
19
8
7
46
46
10)3
4 562 2 269
2 eU2 1 168
'62 462
81 157
104 252
163 227
31 25
485 113
1 967 1 159
475 337
332 30
423 344
226 94
390 349
73 7
48 8
1 357 855
405 117
677 527
15 15
58 59
jo 29
46 68
41 18
- 16
85 4
- 2
42 22
568 282
201 733 2 407 862 1 484 3 285
761 494 1 825 587 1 248 2 798
220 157 330 169 331 233
220 82 252 106 305 254
440 229 582 275 636 487
21 7 ]1 59 61 57
101 58 53 25 112 54
- 7 6 - - 18
14 13 16 - 21 -
- - 19 - 14 -
8 - 13
20 - 9
66 7 32 98 88 7
56 42 127 23 49 73
34 Is 6 50 87 140
120 87 290 20 204 138
61 18 289 277 218 260
56 18 284 262 186 236
SI - 286 217 122 174
261 113 729 303 478 987
- - 21 - - 33
- 21 - - 8
- 5 78 8 42 96
- 5 67 - 42 91
21 16 471 217 336 679
21 7 377 147 247 603
5 51 136 78 89 158
5 - 109 63 82 142
235 41 23 - 11 21
- ... 99.9 ... 312 65.0
738 27.3 28.6 721 368 128
835 16.4 42 4 - - 6 0
146 164 - - 98 -
4.8 17.4 5.4 - - 3.3
11.9 20.7 29.9 29.3 48.1 527
800 432 1289 377 1802 1402
31 22 51 31 42 25
24 13 90 43 62 92
181 28 214 56 162 305
61 50 221 80 221 205
96 68 318 54 222 331
299 85 265 88 277 349
49 33 53 18 10 63
59 133 77 7 48 32
12.0 124 9,6 8.7 95 9 7
50.9 58.1 30.6 300 32.6 317
16 31 116 18 14 138
- 118 445 58 310 735
- 3 806 3 836 ... 5 741 5 326
631 2 232 1 859 1 173 699 2 237
308 933 749 452 339 1 229
148 435 439 262 21 526
62 34 71 154 13 48
72 264 110 112 106 68
36 103 47 74 92 68
36 161 63 38 14 -
14 59 216 94 99 285
779 1 728 2 829
304 795 1 436
20D 613 841
185 20 28
9 86 217
9 54 76
- 32 141
36 129 139
345 1 078 922 542 516 673 111 547 733
67 289 318 71 45 73 56 184 60
5 24 64 33 - 34 22 76 46
83 462 344 35 234 146 35 86 265
102 82 64 73 81 69 37 74 177
88 207 111 259 104 212 27 85 109
- 7 21 54 52 20 - 12 4
- 7 - 17 - 19 11 30 72
245 505 583 464 327 458 113 419 530.
35 98 64 13 68 36 - 26 42
153 327 407 415 235 358 83 281 349
9 - 24 6 - - - 15 55
- 49 22 16 - - 15 26 29
11 6 14 5 - 20 - 8 -
4 8 - - 14 12 - 32 10
23 17 43 9 - 13 - 21 30
5 - - - 18 - 10 Is
- - 9 - - s15 - -
5 - - - - - - -
2 5 17 6 - - 48 1? 26
98 568 322 72 189 815 27 111 177
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Table P-4. Income Characteristics of the Population: 197 0-Continued 96
(Dto based on somple see et For mimimum bose for derived figures (pertent, median. eft.) end meaning of symbols, Ges lent)
Census Tracts
INCOME IN 1969 OF FAMItUES AND
UNRELATED INDIVIDUALS
A8 ftmes...--..- ..-----..------
Let than $1,000--.--.....------------..-----..-$1,00010 $1,999 . ..--------------------------
$2.000 to $2,999 ..-- .--- - - -------
$3,000 to 53999.. --..---------- ...------- __.-
$4.000 to $4.999-..-..... ---- ----.------
$5.000 to $5,999.--. ..---------.....-------$6,000to$6999-.........---.--...----.----
$7,000 to $7,999.......--....... ......-------
$8.000to$8,999--.---_ ... .. _...-.._.-
$9.000 to $9.999 _--..-.-_- _........--- - . _.
$10,000 to $11.999--..-------...----.......-
$12,000 to $14,999.-..-....---....--...... ....
$15.000 to $24,999_..- .. __--_--_------....
$25.000 to $49,999........------------..------
$50,000 or more. ..---------..... ....---..-
Median income ... - --.....----- .....----
M ean incom e ._- - ..-- ....--. .- - ........---... __ -
Familiesondunrelatedindividuols.------------.---
Median income .--- ..---.......-------------Mean income .---..--.....------------- ..-
Unreloted individuals...-...._.-.. .. .---.......--
Medianincome --..-----...----------------
Mean income. . . . ....---....-----------------
TYPE OF INCOME IN 1969 OF FAMILIES
ANfenies..__-------... . .---.....----
Withoge orsolory income.--.----..-----.. ..---
Mean wage or solnry income-.- - ----------
With nonfarm self-employment i come.-_..........-
Mean nonform sell-employment income-.........-
With form self-employment income.---.--...-
Meanform self-employment income-.-...- ...-
WithsociolSecurityincome..------- ..---------
Mean Sociat5lecuity income .--.-------.--------
With publc ossistance or publc welfaree in000 . -_....
mean publi assistance or public welfore mcome- --
With other income . ,-- _.-- ----- ---------- ...--
Mean other income. . . ......-----------.-----..
RATIO OF FAMILY INCOME TO POVERTY LEVEL
Percent of families with incomes:
Less than .50 of poverty level ---..... ...---....
.50O 74..---.--...------------------------
.75 to 99.. -- - .....-....---........ ---.
100to1 .24..---. .----------------------------
125to149.----.--....------------------
150to 199 -------
2 00 to 2.99 -
300 or more.-------------.-.----------.
INCOME BELOW POVERTY LEVEL'
Percet of ltamils -
Mean fomily mcome --...........-----..- ..-
Mea mcome deficit _.. -...... . ........--
Percent receiving publc assistance income -.......
Mensiettofofmly......----------------
Vth relotedchildren under 18 years -____---.--
Meen number of related chidren under 18 years -.
Withei otedchildrenunder6years....... --- --
Mean number of ilted children under 6 yeers
Fors with femalebhead --------- .---
W.th related chddren under 18 years - -
Meon number of related children under 18 year s
With relatedchidren under 6ers ----- ___--.
Percent i oborforce......e _.... - -------
mean number of related children under 6 trs .
Foe1y beede.._......-----..--... . . -----------
Fete 65yearsondooer. . ..------------..-- ...
Clon male heads under 65 years -------- 
Percent inlabortforce.... -------
Uerelked h od. . . . .
Percent of ll unreloted in tviduls -
Men mcoen ded R - --
Percent receivmng pble assistance i come -
Perent 65 years and over .. . ... -
Per ettltpgs . .Pe rce iof aIi person -- - - - - - - - -
PercentreceivngSociaSecoryincome ----
Percent 65yearsondover . - ---------
PertentreceiogSocliSecurityincome....---.
lelated childrenunder 8 years. .. _ -. 
Perte nimngwithbothorents.....--.------
Perrent of al households . .
Owner occuied ------- -------
Menvalue of uit-........ ----- .------
con gross ret - . -
Perete Lckigsomeorollplumbingtoohitos-------
Boston - Con.
Trc t I Tract Tnot 1,o' I loc Tract Tract Troc Tract Tract Tract Tract Tract Tract Tract0701 0702, 07t. 1 0 714 L 0105 0706 0107 0708 0109 0710 0711 01)2 ow0l 08012 803
209 262 411
13 - 14
- 5 6
5 9 I5
18 29 16
20 36 16
6 27 20
10 32 20
- 48 34
2 11 513 6 23
8 29 67
14 14 60
53 16 72
26 - 27
21 - 6
$14 036 $6 781 $10 791
$16 976 $7 488 $12 039
838 937 2 137
58 265 $2 331 54 15$12 009 53 648 So 172
629 675 1 726$7 510 $1 218 53 904$9695 $2 157 $4 775
209 262 411
196 244 374
$14 645 $7 045 $11 174
20 24 27
.3280
3 6
91 59 78
$1 805 $1 074 $1 285
15 12 14
130 60 149
$4 582 $1 368 $3 790
6.2
7.7
1.4
46
124
29
64.6
99
5.7
73
5.7
229
302
183
5.6
29
71
34
78180
55.2
29 41 35
139 156 8.5
$2 005 $3 334 $1 154
$1 085 $1 341 51 953
314 554 309II 27 18
3 85 ...
11 14
12 - 17
t- 10
29 41 35
24 1 122 486
17 36 8
... 100 0 ...
57 389 461
9 1 576 26 7
5583 $576 $814
$1 311 $1 303 $1 085
3 1 6.7
298 2,7 0 23 6
148 616 569
12 7 37 3 19 1
47 125 283
162 198 24 I
63,1 825
29 94 48
1000 1000 167
71 131 187
95 20.1 135
-- 10
71 131 177
$160 $100 $93
32.4 298 390
406
51
6
24
43
30
36
44
22
29
32
41
41
7
$6 295
56 461
614$4 417
$5 177
208
52 273
52 671
406
336
$6 460
13
106
$1 272
41
$662
133
$1 784
14.8
2.2
5.9
5.7
8.9
21.4
23.4
17.7
93
22.9
$1 420
$2 903
3 2
517
78
3 73
47
206
29
23
3
93
43
60
51 7
71
34.1$788
51 020
296
648
552
31 8
10 3
101
750
275
480
159
26.1
159$101
827 327 138 421 332 158 66 543 177 455 711
34 11 - 13 - - 5 29 11 4 25
24 24 3 44 23 - 6 32 5 34 38
71 31 4 -53 14 24 - 88 19 71 85
73 28 18 50 48 3 10 88 lB do 68
8$ 12 16 20 51 19 - 69 17 48 99
59 8 12 37 64 20 6 44 18 is 76
88 46 28 42 45 28 - 32 6 32 59
63 11 10 17 24 7 11 532 - 40 43
68 11 - 17 12 20 - 9 25 31 7
44 5 12 26 - - - - 14 31 30
71 20 17 42 32 6 8 51 13 41 s0
71 39 4 32 - 19 7 23 11 44 62
69 56 14 28 14 12 13 26 13 12 33
6 25 - - 5 - - - 7 5 6
$756 57318 $6 571 $5824 $5 469 $6 464 $7 545 $4 500 56 083 $4 266 55 33
$71793 $10 520 $7 612 $6 846 $6 395 $7 712 $8 965 $5 713 $7 940 $6 775 $6080
2544 1692 378 1580 1144 901 554 940 262 675 1103
53 813 $53 524 $3 486 $3 950 $3 825 $2 040 $2 778 $3 221 $5 286 $4 617 $4 324
$5 294 $5 134 $4 901 $4 383 $4 364 $3 480 $4 466 $4 243 $6 694 $5 558 $5 443
1 717 1 365 240 1 159 812 743 488 397 85 220 392
$2665 $2921 $1827 $3368 $3132 $1682 $2370 $1891 $4417 $2765 $2325
$4090 $3843 $3342 $3488 $3533 $2571 $3857 $2232 $4101 $3041 $2837
827 327 138 421 332 158 66 543 177 455 711
704 27) 119 348 302 122 55 321 124 325 516
$7 678 $9 387 $7 271 $6 979 $6 087 $7 678 $10 276 $6 718 $9 044 $7 342 $6 883
67 85 9 14 18 29 6 14 - 9 23
$3413 $5398 .. ... $2971 ... .. - ... ...
- - - 3 - - - - -
202 51 24 75 45 33 6 120 40 119 125
$1 226 $1 352 ... $1 733 $1 416 $1 456 ... $1 425 $1 50 $1 690 $1 652
148 45 32 106 95 22 4 264 62 121 340
$2 043 $1 076 $2 650 $1 342 $1 206 ... ... $2 459 $2 323 $2 608 $2 716
191 155 29 77 28 40 14 59 56 88 58
51 363 $2 065 $1 469 $2 086 $639 $2 741 ... $1 197 $1 371 $1 445 $1 289
56 8.3
5.3 3.4
10.2 5.8
9.2 9.5
7.4 5.2
125 11.3
25.0 15.9
24.9 40.7
- 8.8 4.5
5.1 7.6 -
9.4 6.2 13.,'
5.8 8.3 15.7
3.6 8.6 3.0
18.8 15.0 19.0
18.8 22.6 21.7
38.4 23.0 23.2
- 16.7 8.1 , 6.2 . 7.0 6.2
4.4 - 15.1 9.0 10.3 6.2
6.3 - 19.2 19.2 4.4 12.0
- - - 5.5 - 15.2 13.2
16.5 9.1 8.7 9.6 2.2 10.8
16.5 15.2 15.7 10.7 21.5 180
23.4 19.7 10.1 18.1 0.7 15.0
32.9 39.4 17.7 27.1 18.7 16.6
174 57 20 95 sB 17 11 230 61 99 187
21.0 17.4 14.5 22.6 17.5 10.8 16.7 42.4 34.5 21.8 26.3
$2 564 $1 748 ... $1 714 $3 049 ... ... $2 686 $2 767 $2 137 $2 461
$1 530 $1 676 ... $1 581 $1 166 ... ... $1 307 $1 527 $1 537 $1 319
287 42.1 ... 69.5 53.4 ... - 63.9 . 67.2 48.5 77.5
447 3.58 ... 3.51 4.66 ... 4.37 4.77 4.04 4.19
136 44 16 55 52 12 6 204 56 84 178
306 2.50 ... 3.09 3.37 ... 2.98 3.30 3.05 2.96
79 35 16 30 10 - 6 109 28 54 106
1 92 1.69 ... 2.13 ... - ... 1.72 1.57 1.56 2.14
61 27 12 54 31 10 5 134 35 69 150
56 25 12 47 31 5 - 129 35 64 ISO
3.48 2.52 ... 3.28 2.84 ... - - 2.81 2.46 2.92 2.66
28 22 12 22 4 - - 67 13 34 100
14,3 .. - - - - - - ... . - 17.0
2.11 ... ... ... - 1.4 ... 1.88 2.03
174 57 20 98 58 17 11 230 61 99 187
103 - - 10.5 - ... - 5.2 8.2 6.1 -
95 30 8 31 27 7 6 74 21 24 37
81.1 63.3 ... 77.4 100.0 45.9 ... ... 48.6
645 521 129 439 201 294 211 194 10 97 145
37 6 38.5 53.8 37.9 24.8 50.3. 43.2 48.9 1.8 44.1 37.0$1 092 $954 $621 $804 $939 $1 069 $643 $1 129 ... $848 $895$770 $899 $1 265 $1 051 $924 $736 $1 221 $694 ... $998 $937
40.0 162 3.1 15.3 29.9 41.5 - 36.6 ... 6.2 39.3
45 4 40.8 21.7 27.1 31.3 38.4 - 42.3 ... 38.1 43.4
1 423 729 207 772 471 347 245 1 198 381 497 91
29.6 29.8 30.1 30.6 26.5 33.9 34.7 52.9 38.7 26.7 28.3
22.6 368 7.2 14.9 14.9 41.5 2.7 6.9 8.6 5.8 9.1
22.6 29.4 13.5 18.0 13.4 34.0 - 9.3 5.3 8.7 74
68.2 86.4 32.1 69.8 100.0 76.3 - 52.3 ... 41.9 49.3
396 91 48 142 108 10 5 507 184 221 479
500 20.9 - 11.3 41.7 ... 27.2 38.0 .23.1 22.1
520 143 60 327 170 150 159 328 67 157 25
320 19.7 26.0 31.4 19.0 34.7 37.0 42.0 30.6 28.9 28.2
4 3 7 10 - - - - 6 7 B
516 140 53 3 170 150 159 328 61 150 248
$78 $92 $117 $93 $88 $77 $71 $73 $98 $113 $95
37 7 35.7 - 22.0 27.6 50.7 73.0 3.0 - - 3.8 3.1
I.cludes mmotes of insitutions, members of the Armed Forces living in borrncks. coege students in dormitories, and unrelated In ividuals nder 14yeors,
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tabl P-3. Labor Force haracteristics of the Population: 1970-Continued
[Data based on sample see tct For ,maur bose for derived figures (percent, median, etc.)
-- Boston- Con
1ensuiemTris- Tract Tract Tract Irort Trct Tract Tract Tract TroK
0701 0702 0703 t 0704 1 0/05 0/06 0707 0708 070
EMPLOYMENT STA1US
Mile, 16o eas e ad evee --
Laborforce .. _.-- --.. ----..-----------
Percent oftotal.- .-- -- --..- .-
Civilioan lobor force- -... .--- - - -.
Employed ....---.. -.. - - ------.
Unemployed..-......-------------.
Percent o civiln lobaor f ce.--.....-----
Notinlabrforce;a . ..------------
Inmate of institUtion--.- .....--- - -------
Enrolled in school -...---.....-..-----------
Other under 65 years-.-- --- ----------
Other 65 years and over. - ..------...---
Mel,16ot21yearsed...-..-----------_
Notenrolled in school_......--- - -------
3 fohigh school graduates.,.------------ ...-
Unemployed or not in labor force -..--- .-
eeale, 1 ya *M ti ever --.....---- ..
Laborforce-- ---.. -.. -.- -_...-----.---
Percent of total.--- --------.----------
Civilian lobcr for e .......----..... _.- 
Employed ........----...----------------
Unemployed..- ...- -..- .----..--- ----. --
Percent of civilion lobor force -_.---.......
Notinlaborforce- - - - - - .....-
Marriedwomen.husbaondpresent .--........----
Inloborforce.-.....----__-------.--
With own children under 6 years-- --- -
in loborforce-. ......--- -- _.....-----.-
OCCUPATION
Tetal eaplayed, 16 years aW nid ever -.. _ .
Professionol, technical, and kindred workers - ....-
Healthworkers..-..---. -- -----...-
Teachers, elementary and secondary schools ....-
Mangersandadministrators,exceptform.--____..-
Salaried - ----.-----
Self employed in retail trade .. y. _- ..-- ___-
Soles workers --- ..- ..--------------------
Retailtrade __..--- ..---------- _----_
Clericaland kindred workers.-- _.... ------
Craftsmen. foremen, and kindred workers.-... ---
Constructioncraftsmen ..........---------
Mechanics and repairmen-.- ..--.....--...--
Operatives. eacepttronsport --..- ........ 
Transport equipment operatives _. .--...-----.-
Laborers, except form .... ..- ------ .---
formworkrs -------------------
Seryice woroker ------
Cleaning and food service workers - --..----
Protectiveserviceworkers. ------- .
Personalrandhealthserviceworkers ...-- _..
Proale householdworkers.. ........-- -----------
Female .. ploy", 16 years ld andaevar.--
Professional. techncal, and kindred workers ---.. _..-
Teachers, elementary and secondary schools..--
Maragers and odministrators, except farm ..-. _-_-
Soles workers -------------------
Clerical rndkindred worers . . .
Secretaries, tenographers, and typists --. .--
Operatives, including transport .__... ....- .....--
Other blue collar workers - --...--.-----.-
Form workers........._........---------....--.
Service workers. except private household....._-.--
Private household workers.. .---..----------
INDUSTRY
Toteleaployedy16Yearseadetover .--.
Construction ....l .......c.... ...--. ..-------
Manufacturing ....------- . ..----------...
Durable goods-..--...--....----.-----
Transportation....--- ..- - - -........
Communrcotions. utilties, and sanitay services -....-
Wholescle trade..--.....--.... . . . .-- .-
Retailtrade .....- ...- ................. - --. - - ..-
Finance,insurance andreolestate- -- --
Business and repair services .....---... . ..-----...
Personolservices ............--- ...........
Health services --......-....-------------
(ductionoilservices..--........-----......-----
Othertprofessionolandrelatedservices..............--
Pubitc odm i stration.. .- ................------- .--
Other industries....-.._.--- .---........---
CLASS OF WORKER
Totaleployed, 16oyars dadver......-.
Private wage cnd salary workers . . .-..........
Governmentworkers .... --..--..----..----
tocclgovernment workers ....-..-----.....
Sell errployed workers.. -------
Unpoidfamily workers. _.. - ------...-
,includes ollocaled cases, not shown separately
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783 1 692
475 1 284
607 75.9
475 1 280
456 1 211
19 69
4.0 54
308 406
137 71
73 147
98 190
t00 132
25 54
4 18
4 9
598 1 032
269 595
45.0 57,7
269 595
259 558
10 37
3.7 62
329 437
238 321
133 126
71 64
36 13
715 1 769
121 358
32 32
5 34
31 169
28 169
3 -
4 59
4 37
124 436
25 116
- 37
7 21
103 130
4 25
4 64
13
201 408
212 217
- 13
23 58
5 4
259 558
11 95
5 18
7 , 43
49 24
92 247
19 106
85 62
14 5
7 -
34 78
5 4
715 1 769
15 76
145 235
I1 78
13 72
6 17
- 21
263 304
68 187
34 81
29 214
40 79
22 148
53 241
9 70
18 24
75 1 769
647 1 530
25 174
7 79
43 59
-6
507
284
567
284
27212
42
223
53
81
89
71
23
12
6
670
293
43 7
293
278
15
51
377
273
122
91
28
550
37
10
6
21
21
34
34
139
5
5
113
14
12
175
147
7
278
26
6
10
18
9
97
22
27
550
16
90
9
28
5
224
46
5
22
27
19
23
31
5
550
472
74
35
4
2 359 1 293
7 510 893
640 691
1.506 8901 401 072
105 18
70 20
849 400
110 34
367 171
372 195
278 97143 59
73 37
49 7
1 440 847
662 360
460 42.5
662 360
619 325
43 35
6,5 9.7
778 487
642 272
308 138
146 118
62 47
2 020 1 197
191 278
27 44
30 29
144 94
130 82
8 12
67 60
31 20
253 192
180 68
11 5
35 25
382 198
93 38
93 35
611 222
415 9317 -
81 35
6 12
619 325
55 96
4 20
32 7
32 16
0 32
255 38
10 -
112 64
6 12
2 020 1 197
76 16
414 215
60 110
46 65
61 5
52 58
588 176
96 109
78 103
141 145
9. 74
106 107122 105111 6
28 13
2 020 1 197
1 7 1 020
2I7 115
75 39
68 62
97
and meaning of symbols. sea text]
t Troct Tract Tract Tract Tract Tract
9 0710 0711 0712 0801 0802 0803
251 1 052 838 514
191 781 605 316
761 74.2 72.2 61.5
191 781 590 316
177 733 583 274
14 48 7 42
7,3 61 1.2 13.3
60 271 233 198
- - 78 18
- 33 13 8
35 121 65 67
25 117 77 105
16 77 76 38
16 39 59 38
- 17 - 19
- 9 - -
279 1 022 757 642
153 484 388 317
54.8 474 51.3 49.4
153 484 388 317
139 432 353 317
14 52 35 -
9.2 10.7 9.0 -
126 538 369 325
112 336 224 115
69 153 93 46
)0 85 41 34
- 23 20 3
316 1 165 936 891
56 84 51 95
- 15 12 60
16 10 - -
12 39 13 31
8 23 13 13
- - - 18
9 16 9 30
- 5 9 16
41 235 153 37
28 69 127 37
9 12 25 9
- 6 5 7
43 146 125 73
4 14 36 15
3 33 ;21 7
115 524 262 262
48 175 134 61
- - 14 18
12 52 38 174
5 5 39 4
139 432 353 317
20 28 32 50
15 - 5
- 9 16
36 156 130 3!
9 - 20 20
28 95 59 36
- 6 12 -
55 127 72 169
- 5 39 4
316 1 165 936 591
9 23 80 7
22 189 195 93
7 87 119 30
7 24 6 14
3 42 97 28
22 18 14 3
29 246 212 95
27 71 26 10
33 45 57 14
22 72 91 26
34 85 63 239
30 49 38 6
48 271 36 21
26 17 21 28
4 13 - 7
316 1 16S 93' 591
245 983 79. 295
67 157 114 263
22 57 - 224
4 25 23 33
213 657
156 425
73.2 64.7
156 405
156 344
- 61
- 15.1
57 232
14 38
32 100
11 94
15 96
7 58
7 45
- 38
436 937
326 273
748 29.1
326 273
313 263
13 10
4.0 37
110 664
34 265
28 84
20 95
14 27
469 607
90 10515 17
19 46
- 29
- 29
31 15s
10 15
178 9815 80
6 9
- 6
54 7715 3
- 8
64 188
25 128
7 -
16 20
22 4
313 263
23 65
- 46
- 9
(64 65
50 19
47 50
- 5
39 50
22 4
593 812
347 482
58.3 594
347 477
329 418
18 59
5.2 12.4
248 330
41 -
S7 30
85 183
71 117
115 170
50 127
29 9713 63
726 1 152
271 398
373 345
271 398
265 377
6 21
22 5.3
.455 754
253 367
108 (78
85 108
39 17
594 795
57 93
6 23
24 13
17 27
17 13
- 5
16 15
5 6
143 166
53 75
17 -
- 29
76 142
42 19
30 40
155 210
67 127
7 7
44 55
5 8
265 377
34 47
24 1010 -
-
6
91 129
22 66
44 88
* 16
8) 83
5 8
469 607 224 594 795
12 33 6 3 19
71 73 49 138 180
21 9 22 63 100
- 9 5 37 4213 13 16 39 i5
9 3 13 17 20
51 132 36 95 66
66 39 5 6 83
10 16 7 37 35
42 61 38 17 66
44 54 13 62 96
38 88 6 64 53
65 65 12 52 88
48 14 18 27 21
- 7 - - I
469 607 224 594 795
351 534 199 537 641
102 66 25 52 720
46 49 7 7 58
6 7 - - 27
10 - - 5 7
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APPENDIX D
INTERVIEW NOTES
ALMA MCKINNON - TENANT
The Berkeley Street lot is used a lot by kids but she
herself wouldn't like to send children there because of the
broken glass.
The area near Shawmut Avenue (Church Lot) would be
much more useful but it is gra&ed so that there is an enor-
mous puddle which hinders use a lot of the time.
Paul Place--and between houses, especially the paved
area between front stoops--the small children play games
there a lot.
-The Village Court parking lot isn't used--she doesn't
know why--maybe because the traffic goes through faster--but
she attributes the use of the Emerald and Castle Court lots
to the need of large numbers of children. Is always a ball
game going on there.
The Central Play Area is used noontimes by the students
from the Franklin Institute (I myself saw this only once).
This area could have been used for flooding for ice hockey in
the winter but its difficult to keep blacktop frozen (as
opposed to cement?) and kids break up the ice before it
can set. About two-thirds of the area is used for street
hockey and works O.K.--is in use most of the time--and the
kids themselves pick up the broken glass and try to keep it
clean.
The problem with the Central Play Area is that the play
wall and the fountain are placed so that their use conflicts
directly with the basketball court.
Also are an inadequate number of swings--at beginning
had only three swings, for 1500 children. (Now have six.)
The Tot Lot: is a problem both with management and
design. Have to design the sandbox so that cats and dogs
can't get into it; also people break glass into it and it's
hard to clean.
The wading pool in the Tot Lot is stagnant because the
drain was incorrectly designed and/or it was never properly
drained. Hence useless.
There are three day care centers--one at Castle Square,
or nearby, and the kids play in the Tot Lot and in the Central
Play Area. Is not enough play equipment for them here. She
herself is associated with the infant center but doesn't
99
like kids from there to play in the Tot Lot because of the
broken glass.
The parking garage upper levels are used by kids as a
play area; probably because there is an inadequate amount
of play space elsewhere on the site.
The private back yards are used intensively, although
only a small number of people have them. Shared back yards
don't work so well and are usually ill-maintained--are
fenced in so that you can't see into them. The grass isn't
mowed. Problems with grass which management won't mow;
tenants don't own their own mowers.
The management is unresponsive ("With the rents you're
paying you don't deserve..."). They went into the project
to make money and refuse to lift a finger to clean it.
GLORIA ANDERSON - TENANT
Phone conversation
She has no young children herself. Says none of the
play areas at Castle Square are used--and that kids will
play in the street no matter what you provide for them.
Says there is no good place for' the littlest children
to play--should have a lot with supervision--she wouldn't
send her children out to an unsupervised tot lot.
She and her husband enjoy gardening and sit outdoors
in their open space and fix it up--but other people don't
take care of their places because "they expect other people
to do everything for them."
As for grates on windows, some people put them up be-
cause they're afraid of being robbed but she doesn't see
that it would help much if someone is really determined to
break in--fnost often people get ripped off because they leave
their windows open.
The private balconies seem to get used--not a question
of visual privacy.
The private back yards: whether or not to put up a
gate is up to individual choice, some people will take the
trouble and some won't ever bother.
DICK KELLEY - ASSISTANT MANAGER
Off-record interview
As far as crime goes overall this is the safest project
around--he ascribes this to the fact that the project is
racially balanced and if someone gets hurt they can depend
on retaliation from members of their own group. Initially
there was lot of fighting back and forth but everyone soon
realized that there was no way to take over so they quit.
The Chinese leave everyone else alone--but stand up for
themselves when they have to.
"Biggest problem is overcrowding..." Mr. Kelley re-
ferred several times to the fact that frequently more than
one family will share an apartment. Many Chinese people
are here illegally from Canada and the reason they never
trouble the management is because they don't want to be
found out.
Gates on the private outdoor spaces are purely up to
the choice of the resident and are not supplied by the
management.
VICKI WILLIAMS - TENANT
Has a private back yard, shared with a neighbor. This
is a satisfactory arrangement. She enjoys the privacy and
prefers this arrangement to the unfenced communal back yards
of Paul Place.
The Central Play Area Equipment: need a smaller slide
for the little kids--the large slide is too near the concrete
wall and one child at least has fallen off and hurt himself.
Inadequate number of swings.
There is a large hole in the Basketball Court in Central
Play Area--they can never get it fixed, and when it is fixed
it comes back. The management maintains the project in-
adequately although that part is supposed to be maintained
by the City Parks Department.
The concrete wall contains a sprinkler--for climbing
on--it doesn't get turned on too often.
The sidewalks don't get plowed- because nobody can
decide whose responsibility it is to do it, and the manage-
ment is not legally responsible for cleaning them.
The plumbing in the units is inadequate: in a family
development there is no reason to prohibit washing machines.
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When people install them the pipes are inadequate and
sewage backs up.
The parking lots are owned by the city which doesn't
ticket illegally parked cars although they are technically
reserved for the residents--executives from the downtownf
area park there.
The parking courts stay dirty all the time--the manage-
ment doesn't clean them and neither does the city because
they are always full of cars.
Kids race motorbikes up and down Millicent Way--and
it is dangerous for old people and little kids.
The Tot Lot should have at least one fenced in area so
that a mother could go into the laundramat and not have to
take the kids with her.
There is a fair amount of space in the project where
the kids can go without being right out in the street. As
soon as the kids .get really active they refuse to stay in
the yard at home.
The parking garage is dangerous--people have been
murdered there. It is a bad public use to put near housing--
used to be very dark; now has better lighting.
Usually strangers don't walk through the project very
much.
The tops of the stairwells are dangerous--people can
hide there and wait to rob you--it is an easy place from which
to break into the apartment. Entrance to it should be locked.
There is no basement or crawl space under the buildings
and consequently the downstairs floor is cold and damp all
winter long.
GAIL SHARFMAN - TENANT
The basketball equipment wasn't originally even there.
Kids play a lot of street hockey--
On Paul Place, the kids are mostly Chinese, and they
play street hockey nearby. They need a hard surface, and
their parents can watch them.
It would be nice to have some railroad tie structures
like they have up at Washington Park: they might appear to
be dangerous but the young kids do handle themselves very
well.
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There is an inadequate amount of play space at Castle
Square. Also the management has a very elitist attitude.
Teenagers congregate in the garage, winos sleep there
at night. A few people have been murdered there.
The management advertised the project as having attrac-
tive playgrounds and parking space available in the garage
for monthly fees--which it isn't. There are now more cars
than there used to be, with teenagers getting them. The
parking garage is now lit up at night but could be fenced
off and closed at night.
There are 500 units in the project with some rent
supplements spread out through the project. Distribution
approximately 30% white, 30% black, 30% Puerto Rican and
10% Chinese, originally--but now the Chinese immigration is
changing and the percentage of Chinese people in the project
may be as high as 40%.
The back yards of Paul Place used to be used for base-
ball games for the Spanish families--they put out chairs to
watch--the fathers would sit out with a can of beer and so
on...But the Chinese residents don't do this, and Paul Place
is now mostly Chinese families.
There is no good place to keep bicycles. They get
stolen altogether or in pieces if you keep them outside.
Need more outdoor space. That which exists is not well
designed as it is. The basketball court gets a lot of use.
The Berkeley Street Play area gets used by winos--and
the concrete play blocks are hard and listing.
Are at least three kids per family, so that'means
about 1500 in the project.
The fenced back yards are definitely more used--they
have better privacy.
She has lived here five years--since her kids were in
the third grade.
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